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CADI Responds to Student
Concerns

CADI's New Meal
Plan System

by
Ryan Daly

Over the summer CADI (College
Association at Delhi) introduced several
changes to the Farrell Hall Cafe,
Macdonald Hall, and the meal plans.
What was CADI thinking? Last year I
remember students always complaining
about the food CADI served, but I don't
remember anyone complaining about
how the meal plan system worked. Now
we have the same food that very few
students truly enjoy and we also have to
put up with all of the changes brought by
the new meal plan.

MacDonald Hall

MacDonald Hall has now

become an all you can eat cafeteria and
forces students to stay and eat meals
within the building. This aspect of the
new meal plan is an inconvenience to
hundreds of Delhi students. Last year
students were able to purchase food at
MacDonald Hall and then take it back to
their rooms and eat. The ability to take
food outside of MacDonald Hall would
allow busy students and staff to take
their food to work or have snacks to eat
after MacDonald Hall closes. Recently,
CADI decided to allow students to take
out selected items such as fruit, cookies,
bagels, ice cream, and drinks. This
recent change to the meal plan will help
but MacDonald Hall no longer offers
cases of soda or snacks for students to
eat after MacDonald Hall closes. Now
many students will quickly use all of the
money in their CADI Snax account
when they become hungry at night. The
all you can eat aspect of MacDonald
Hall may be good for some students, but
I have found that it has often led me to

MISSION...Possible?

From an

Open Letter to the Students:

"I personally look
forward to working

with all of you to deliver
the best possible

dining environment
possible."

Bill Harniman
Vice President for Administration

September 20, 1999
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CADI:

Far, But Not There Yet
by

Akia Osorio

For the first time in a long time, the
students of SUNY Delhi, no matter how
diverse, have been able to agree on one issue-
their disagreement with the new meal plan.
There is no need to go into what it is is, we
just want to know what it will become, Those
final decisions are made by the vice-president
of administration and the acting president of
CADI, Mr. J. William Harniman. The already
made changes in the last two weeks (bagel
sandwiches being the first of many) was the
direct result of the Student Forum held by the
Student Senate Executive Board on the

evening of Monday, August 30.
Students, one by one, stood at the

podium, in front of a camera and voiced their
opinions on the meal plan. Students were also
encouraged that evening by Senate Treasurer,
Mr. Anthony Bissonette to make an appoint¬
ment with Mr. Harniman and let him know
that we cared.

Some of the complaints included not
being able to purchase their meals during the
designated time zones because of classes or
extra-curricular activities. Other complaints
were that bottled water was not available for
athletes, food was not allowed to be taken out
of MacDonald Hall, the sanitary conditions of
the Cafe and Mac Hall were less than satisfac¬

tory, the quality of the food, but that was the
tip of the iceberg.

Student senate president John Ferrari
brought a typed list of these complaints to Mr.
Harniman and that is when he, and the other
executives of CADI such as Patti Hoyt started
the process to make certain changes.

No one can say that the voices of the
students are taken in vain, because immediate
and subsequent adjustments were made. A
letter was put in the mailboxes of all the
students to make them aware of the new plan.

Continued on Page 2 But I was only trying to take a bagel! continued on Page 3
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eat more desserts and unhealthy food.
Last year the desserts were expensive so
I rarely purchased pie, cake, or cookies.
This year the lines for most food are

long so I often find myself going to the
dessert section where there is good
tasting food without the wait. Besides
encouraging students to eat more food
the all you can eat format will also lead
to a lot more food being wasted.

The all you can eat format also
led to CADI discontinuing several food
and beverage items. MacDonald Hall
finally hooked up the drink dispensers to
provide water for students. It only took
CADI about four weeks to finally
provide students with water. They
should've at least provided students with
bottled water during the first few weeks.
The new milk machines are often out of
order. The new milk machine setup also
limits the student to choose from only
three different types of milk. With two
machines CADI should setup a system to
provide at least four or five different
types of milk. Students should be able
to choose from skim milk, 1%, 2%,
whole, and chocolate milk. I don't even
know what kind ofmilk CADI considers
"white milk." Is it 2% or whole milk?
There are no longer any bottled juices
provided in MacDonald Hall. Will
MacDonald Hall offer cider, eggnog, or
any other seasonal drinks this year?

I'm disappointed to see that the
Friendly's ice cream booth has
disappeared this year. CADI has
brought in a new low fat yogurt machine
and they have also said they now serve
Perry's ice cream. The yogurt machine
seems to be out oforder almost everyday
and it only provides low fat yogurt, not
ice cream. And where is the Perry's ice
cream? I have only been home one
weekend this semester and I eat almost
19 meals per week on campus, but yet
I've only seen Perry's ice cream being
served once in MacDonald Hall. The
one time I had Perry's ice cream in
MacDonald Hall I was very pleased with
the quality of the ice cream and I would
like to see it served more often.
MacDonald Hall also removed the

slushy machine over the summer.

Cafe

The Farrell Hall Cafe also
underwent several changes due to the
new meal plan. The Cafe generally has
the quickest food service and is the most
conveniently located dining facility on
campus. This year the Cafe has become
less convenient due to the new meal

plans. We are very limited to what we
can purchase at the Cafe with our meal
plans. We are limited to choosing
combos, which CADI created for their
convenience. No substitutions can be
made to the combos that CADI
established. For example, if I wanted a
snapple or water instead of a soda I
would be required to use my Bronco
Bucks account. CADI just started
stocking the coolers in the Cafe with
bottled water and Ocean Spray drinks.

Why did CADI stock their coolers with
bottled water and juices if they still
won't let students substitute a soda for
any other drink? These combos force
students to eat unhealthy or waste food.
For lunch combos you get a sandwich
and then a choice of fries, chips, or fruit
and a soda. It would be nice if students
were able to get a fruit salad, onion
rings, yogurt, or a tossed salad instead of
fries and possibly get a bottled water or
Snapple instead of soda. Last year the
Cafe offered hot sandwiches, which
were extremely popular among students.
So far students aren't allowed lo enjoy
the taste of the hot sandwicues this
semester. What is CADI doing? We
liked the hot sandwiches and now

they're gone and we also liked the
declining meal plan, which they also
took away from us. CADI just recently
decided to reintroduce hot sandwiches
along with bagel sandwiches. How long
will it take before CADI serves the hot
sandwiches as part of a combo in the
Cafe?

Cadi Snax

Cadi Snax seems to be improved
this year. The pizzas served are better
and there are also more varieties of ice
cream and a good selection of cookies,
chips, and other snacks. Cadi Snax
normally has great service. Besides the
high prices and an occasional wait for a
freshly baked pizza, Cadi Snax seems to
be serving Delhi students well this year.
Cadi Snax has been very successful with
the declining balance account and this
success should tempt CADI to return to
the declining balance meal plan.

Meal Plan

With the new meal plan we were
limited to eating breakfast, lunch, and
dinner in certain hours. CADI recently
changed that aspect of the meal plan and
we are now able to use three meals a day
anytime that the dining facilities are
open. It would still be nice if CADI
allowed unused meals to rollover until
the end of the week. This way if a
student only ate two meals on Friday,
they would be able to eat three meals on

Saturday if they wanted to. If this
change was made then most students
wouldn't need a Bronco Bucks account
and the money could instead be put into
the CADI Snax account.

On weekends students are only
given two meals a day, brunch and
dinner. If your hungry on Saturday and
already ate your two meals for the day
you would need to go eat off campus
because CADI Snax is also closed on the
weekend. One CADI staff member said
that with this meal plan students won't
lose as much money during a semester.
That's not true, in fact most students will
lose more money with this meal plan.
Students just won't lose all of their
money at once, instead must students
will lose $5-$50 a week. Last year with
the declining meal balance students were
at least given the option to purchase
outrageously priced soda and snacks
with their remaining balance.

Changes Needed

Bronco Bucks cab be entirely
eliminated. The money from Bronco
Bucks could then be put in with the
CADI Snax account and used not only
for CADI Snax, but also for guests at the
Cafe or MacDonald Hall if needed. This
new CADI Snax account would replace
the Bronco Bucks and would also make
it easier for students to get food at night
now that MacDonald Hall limits the
takeout of food items. The cost of the 10
and 14 meal plans needs to be reduced
even if it requires raising the cost of the
19- meal plan slightly. The students
who don't eat much shouldn't be
charged nearly as much as the students
who fill several plates up at every meal.
I would like to get the 10 meal plan and
eat off campus more often, but with the
current costs of the meal plans it doesn't
make any sense to pay for 10 meals a
week off campus and only save $125 a
semester on my meal plan. The Cafe
should reintroduce the once very popular
hot sandwiches right awav. The Cafe
also needs to allow more substitutions
with the combos. For example it would
be nice to be able to get a tossed salad or
fruit salad instead of fries or chips. The
Cafe should also allow students to get a
water or Snapple instead of soda.
MacDonald Hall also shouldn't force
students to clean off excess food from
dishes. I personally don't mind cleaning
off my extra food, but many students
hate the idea. This has led to students
leaving trays on the tables, breaking
more silverware, and a student lifted a

CADI employee over the stairway near
MacDonald Hall's exit. Collecting all of
the deserted trays and replacing the
broken silverware probably costs just as
much money as hiring one more person
to wash dishes. CADI should hire more

dishwashers anyway to provide students
with clean and sanitary cups, plates, and
silverware. Along with all of the
problems with the meal plan, we the
students are still being served the same
food, which is often either a poor quality
or not prepared correctly.

With CADI's new meal plan
Delhi students are extremely limited as
to when and what they are able to eat.
The all you can eat format will surely
lead to more food being wasted and thus
more monetary losses for CADI. It
seems to me like the declining meal plan
was not only more convenient for the
student, but it should also be easier for
CADI to manage. The food service
system at Delhi is now a mess and CADI
needs to either go back to the declining
meal plan or make some major changes
to the current meal plan system.

Ryan Daly

GARTH BROOKS
♦ * *
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The biggest change was the removal of the
meal zones that took effect on Monday,
September 13. A?> stated in the second letter
just issued to the students, there are now
certain items you can take from Mac Donald
Hall, such as cookies, bagels, fruit and ice
cream. This letter also stated that hot sand¬
wiches would be available in the near future.
I would like to know what that translates to in
SUNY Delhi time. Despite all, however, we
have to take a step back and wonder why we
had these problems in the first place, what
behind-the-scenes steps are being taken to
address other complaints brought up by the
student body? I spoke with Mr. Harniman
and you'll be glad to know that he was able to
answer these questions for me.

There were three main reasons that
caused the change in the meal plan. First
there was the fact that CADI was broke and in
debt after last year. Second, was the pressure
that CADI was receiving from the higher-ups
of the SUNY system such as the State Comp¬
troller to shape up or ship out. Lastly was the
major dissatisfaction that the students had
with the meal plan that caused some of them
to spend over a hundred dollars on chips and
cases of soda at the end of the semester. So
after the votes were made and the new meal
plan was voted in last semester, Mr. Harniman
had the plan of trying this for two years and if
no progress was made, they would bring in
different management, such as Marriott. Mr.
Harniman, however, did not anticipate all of
these problems such as those addressed at the
forum. This, he acknowledges, was partly due

to the lack of communication between him,
other CADI staff, and the students.

Mr. Harniman has been spending much
of his time correcting these glitches. One
example is the chef, Casey Chylak who now
spends four hours a day in the kitchen ofMac
Hall helping the cooks.
Mr. Shilack was formerly the executive chef
for the Holiday Inn Corporation, and although
he is in his mid-70s, preparing meals is still
his passion. He spends his time here assisting
the cooks so that the top grade food purchased
by the school for the students tastes just that.
There are also recipe cards that are displayed
for the cooks so that they are consistent with
the preparation of the meals.
My only question is, what about the hot wings
that smell really good, only need to be put into
the fryer for ten minutes, but still manage to
taste like what one student described as "Dog
meat"?

Mr. John Ford, the head supervisor at
Mac Hall is concentrating on making the
students happy. For those of you who do not
know John by name, he is the largely propor¬
tioned fellow with the mustache who (from
my experience) has a great personality and is
working closely with Mr. Harniman. Ford
graduated from SUNY Delhi in 1990 from the
food management program. Mr. Ford also
acknowledges the miscommunication between
the staff. Just the other day a worker thew
away a part of the new ketchup dispenser not
aware of the fact that it was supposed to be
kept.

"No matter what," said Ford, "we have
to make it work. Whether we like it or not,
[CADI is] a non-profit organization, but we
have to find a balance where we dont lose
money and we satisfy the students."

CADI no doubt has come far, and has
managed to cross off a couple of issues on that
complaint list, but there are other things that
hopefully, by the time you read this, will have
been addressed.

There was the issue of student CADI
workers being threatened by supervisors that
if they openly complained against CADI their
employment would be terminated. Mr.
Harniman, upon being informed of this uncon¬
firmed rumor stated, "that is totally inappro¬
priate, not legal. I never gave any sort of
directive to make any comment of that na¬
ture."

I am happy to say as a senator that I
will be serving on the Food Service Commit¬
tee with Mr. Harniman and several other
senators to improve CADI as much as pos¬
sible. Hopefully, such issues will be resolved
such as certain facilities in Mac Hall (like the
frozen yogurt machine), better communica¬
tion, and improved sanitary conditions.

As a final note, I'd like to give the
students some food for thought (not off your
meal plan). IfMr. Harniman is giving this two
years to work, and this is a two-year school,
what does that mean to us? Also, will he keep
his word or give every incoming class the
same promise?

Akia Osorio

wonderful asset to your resume. Also, you
will meet people with similar interests who
encourage you to get involved on this campus,
and who act as a support system when you are
stressed out with your course load. Below are
some activities that Phi Theta Kappa will be
involved with this semester:

Go to NYC and visit Ellis Island

Participate in the Student Activities
Fair on September 21st

Set up a table that represents Phi Theta
Kappa on October 16th for
Open House

Attend the Southern Leadership Work
shop in Ulster, NY on Novem¬
ber 20th

I encourage you to work toward a high
GPA as a goal for this semester, and that those
of you who are members of Phi Theta Kappa
continue to strive for excellence at Delhi. If

you have any questions about this organiza¬
tion and would like further information, please
call President Paula Christman at 5330 or Vice
President Raigan Verminski at 5399.

Good Luck!

What is Phi Theta Kappa? It is not a
sorority or a fraternity. It is a multi-national
college organization for honor's students that
want to be a pan of something that encourages
a high GPA, leadership, community service,
fellowship, and scholarship opportunities.

How can you become a part of this
inspirational organization? You need to have
an accumalitive GPA of 3.5 or more, and at
least 15 credits. If you qualify, you will
receive a letter in the mail and a pamphlet that
explains what Phi Theta Kappa is, and the
steps that you need to take in order to become
a member.

What can Phi Theta Kappa offer you?
There are thirty-two colleges in New York
State alone that offer scholarships primarily to
Phi Theta Kappa members. This organization
will instmct you on how you can be a leader at
college, home, and in your career. Phi Theta
Kappa will provide you with opportunities to
participate in community service, which is a

Phi Theta Kappa
by

Raigan Verminski
Play Better Golf with JACK NICKLAUS
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Delhi College Students make
their mark on Campus &
Community Service Day!

Campus & Community Service Day on
Saturday, September 25th involved
approximately 200 student volunteers, and 25 or
more staff and family members who were
engaged in varied tasks at 25 sites, including:

• Members of the West Indian Coalition,
Delta Omega Upsilon fraternity, and Gerry
Hall residents dismantled a railroad bridge,
and helped with trail building at the "Rails
to Trails" project in Bloomville. Dennis
Callas, the College's Vice President for
Academics and Dave DeForest, the assistant
coordinator for AmeriCorps accompanied
this group as team leaders.

• Librarian Pam Peters drove a vanload of
students from Russell Hall to Stamford,
where they worked to clean up the grounds
and buildings for a youth and family theater
group called Performance Plus.

• Members ofDTG fraternity, KOE sorority
and the Fine Arts Club volunteered at the
Historical Association's Delaware County
Day program.

• Students in the Freshman Seminar class for
Vet Techs in the Living-Learning program
worked at the Humane Society with Lori
Osterhoudt.

• More students from Russell Hall and the
Association for Travel Executives travelled
to Hanford Mills Museum in East Meredith
where they cleared brush off a hillside for
construction of ampitheater, along with
Dennis Klimowski of the Campus
Computing Center and Linda Smith from
Counseling and Health Services.

• ZDT sorority sisters assisted with
registration and safety for the Alzheimer's
Walk in Oneonta.

• Turf Club students pruned trees and shrubs
on campus.

• Horticulture Club students planted flower
bulbs.

• Russell Hall residents visited residents at
Countryside Care Center and participated i
activities.

• SOE sorority members helped to build a
stone planter in the Village.

• The College Players performed a cabaret for
Rehabilitation Support Services program
participants in Walton.

• A crew of students helped Matt Hawes and
Andrew Baker move out old mattresses and
bed frames load them on University Police
Officer Ladd Dawson's truck to be donated
to a sheriffs camp.

• A group of students did grounds work at the
O'Connor Hospital.

• Residence Hall Association and NYSVAT
members removed ceiling tiles in the
Murphy Hall recreation room in preparation
for painting.

• Some TDX fraternity members traveled to
Oneonta to help set up for the Opportunities
for Otsego auction, and others cleaned up an
area along the Delaware River in the Village
that will eventually be converted into a trail.

• Student Steve Marerro organized a team of
students to clean and paint the large weight
room in the basement ofFarrell Hall. This
required coordination with Roger Miller, the
College's professional painter. Steve and his
crew worked hard and did a fantastic job.
WDTU was also busy painting their studio
and offices on Saturday.

To Serve Mankind
by

Raigan Verminski

Have you heard about the O'Connor
Center for Community Service? It is an

organization that promotes a sense of caring,
leadership, responsibility, and community on
the campus. The center is new, but thriving
both on the campus and in the community.

The center provides community ser¬
vice for students whose courses require a
certain amount of hours, for organizations
such as sororities and fraternities that need
community service to keep their organization
on campus, and for students who enjoy help¬
ing others. The community center also ben¬
efits agencies in the Delhi community that
need students to volunteer their time and

energy.
One example of community service

that students can get involved with is Campus
and Community Service Day. The O'Connor
Center for Community Service is once again
hosting Campus and Community Service Day,
on September twenty-fifth.

The community center is excited about
Community Service Day, because it is a day
where both the Delhi College campus and the
Delhi village community can come together
for a common purpose. The center has re¬

ported that there are over 200 students who
volunteered their services on that day. Unfor¬
tunately the roster is full this semester, but you
can still get involved with the center.

You are encouraged to visit the
OfConnor Center for Community Service, in
Farrell Hall room 21. You can meet with the
staff who will gladly set you up with an
agency that you want to volunteer for. Also,
you may call the center at xt. 4781. Shaun
Pile and Raigan Verminksi are student coordi¬
nators, and Barbara Hein is the campus coor¬
dinator. For those of you have signed up to
participate on Community Service Day, thank
you. It is bound to be a great success!

A Happy Work Crew Takes a PhotoBreak
During Community Service Day

• The Black Student Union, Commuter
Student Association, Delhi Women's
Network and Latin American Student
Organization were involved in outdoor
campus cleanup and painting.

• Some NYSVAT members spent the day
with Tom Ostrom and Bob Vancko doing
trail maintenance on the Valley Campus.

Ken Relyea of Facilities, and John Ford of
CADI were extremely helpful on Saturday.
Relyea was present on Saturday to help
supervise the outside grounds crews, and ensure
that everyone had the supplies they needed to
get their jobs done.

In Memory
Gary Mangan and John

Fancher
by

Katherine Jones
A memorial service for Gary Mangan

and John Fancher, two construction majors at
Delhi College, was held in the Back Alley
Lounge on September 16. Due to weather, the
service was delayed for almost thirty minutes.

The Reverend Martha E. Vink, Delhi
College Campus Minister, performed the
memorial service. Reverend Vink opened the
service with words of comfort, then asked
those in attendance to pray.

A table with a tall white candle and
several smaller candles in blue holders sat at

the front of the room. Rev. Vink lit the white
candle to symbolize John and Gary, then read
Psalm 130, John 14:1-3,27, and Psalm 23.

Reverend Vink asked those who knew

Gary and John to silently reflect upon their
times with them. People who wished to share
their memories were invited to speak.

Steve McKeegan, an advisor for the
construction program came forward and
announced that a plaque in the shape of the
Catskill Turnpike would be put up at a water¬
fall where one of the boys had worked.

Molly Darvall, a worker for the
Americorps Organization and friend, an¬
nounced that a plaque on a stone bench would
be placed in the park as a memorial.

Reverend Vink discussed how people
feel and express their grief differently. "Life is
a gift and life is fragile."

Prayer was again called and people
were invited to light a small candle from the
larger white one for John and Gary. Everyone
was asked to stand as the benediction and final
words were said.

Words of Inspiration and
Consolation for our
Departed Friends
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Loooooong lines at the Cafe

Inside the Art Center

Richard Blask Counselling
Cigarette Butts and Chewing Gum
Not to fall on the ground, but rather

to Achieve Full Potential in the Trash Can

At last, Hot Meals!

Not-so-long Lines at the Computer Center

Intramurals Trip To Shea Stadium—Mets vs. Phillies
Mets Win 11-1



Coming up this month we have:

It's twilight and a line of people can be seen in a small alleyway. The street is
dirty and the neighborhood isn't that great, but this is not what you might expect. This is
the chance a small club in Poughkeepsie. On the inside the walls are carved in ornate
styles, two large sarcophagi peer down from the balcony. Stained glass windows let in
what little light is left. The Club is located in a back ally and has no signs to really catch
your attention. It's almost impossible to find this club on your first try. Across from the
entrance is a large mural of the Hudson River serpent (A relative to The Loch Ness
Monster) which is fabled to have attacked small boats many years ago.

A great number of famous bands have played here over the years like
Soundgarden, Twisted Sister, Life of Agony, and Judas Priest. Not only do famous bands
play here. Local bands such as Darling Demoniac, Malamor, and Mother ofGod can be
seen there regularly

OCT lst"Fri H20 w/Cooter, ]
Cents & Kill Yo

2nd - Sat.
The Tim Reynol
(guitar player wi
Mathews band)

8th - Fri. Shades Apart w/

9th - Sat. Daarc Ages w/C
Foreskins & Wa

12th - Tue. Lucious Jackson
15th-Fri. All Out War w/I

Blindside, Mean
Decay

22nd - Fri. Zebra w/ Livesa
Parallax

26th - Tue. Goldfmger w/Th
Showoff& Next

29th - Fri. Agnostic Front v
Implicate, Dyna<
for Life

NOV 5th-Fri Hindenberg (Lecf1™"'* 7th -Sun. Insane Clown Pc

DEC 3rd Fri S.O.D. w/Skinlal
Darling Demonij

If you would like more information 01

http://members.aol.com/thechancex/

The Chance Theater
6 Crannell St.

Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(914)471-1966

Driving Instructions from the college

Local Band: The Machine (Pink Floyd Tribute)

My favorite concert here has to have been GWAR. They put on an amazing show.
The members of the band as well as the roadies dressed up in foam rubber costumes and
acted out a story while playing their music. The crowd usually comes dressed in old
clothes and the guards wear plastic bags because the band shoots them with colored
water. This is definitely a place where you can really interact with the band.

This venue is well known for the intimate contact between the bands and the fans.
The stage is lower than most and the crowd is allowed to lean on the stage as their
favorite bands play on. The security guards are not very pushy. They will allow you to
stage dive so long as you do it quick. Cameras are not allowed in, but once you've sunk a
camera in they rarely make a big deal out of it. There is no age requirement except to
drink. Near the bar you can always find a merchandise table for the local as well as
headlining bands. The prices are fairly good. You usually don't have to pay more than
$20 for a tee shirt. After the show it is very likely that the band will stop and sign
autographs. The prices are very good and the shows are always well worth the ride.

1. Turn RIGHT onto RT 28. 67.47 mi
2. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto unnamed
3. Take the I-87/THRUWAY ramp. 0.16
4. Keep LEFT at the fork in the ramp. 0.
5. Merge onto 1-87 TOLL S. 15.58 mi
6. Take the RT-299 exit\ 0.83 mi
7. Keep RIGHT at the fork in the ramp.!
8. Merge onto RT 299 E. 5.15 mi
9. Turn RIGHT onto US-9W S. 2.31 m

10. Take the US-44 EAST/RT-55 EAST
11. Merge onto US-44 E. 2.46 mi
12. Turn LEFT onto S HAMILTON ST.
13. Turn LEFT onto MAIN ST. 0.06 mi

Darling Dt 'nniac

^eft to Rigiit. Meg CLis Pat

t x w* r*
Judas Priest at the Chance

Because of the Chance's location the bands are forced to enter and leave through
the main alleyway. After a show the bands usually have little choice, but to face their fans
and sign autographs. Most of the bands are ready and willing to do this. I have met over
20 bands by going to the chance and all of them were very pleased to have so many fans.
At the Pissing Razors show I was even invited to go out to a club with the band. If you
are persistent you can always get a little special treatment from bands that play at the
Chance.

Contact informi

e-mail: DRLNGDMNC@aol com

Website: Http://www. geocities.com/br
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ithe Chance go to:

roundabout. 0.27 mi
mi
54 mi

.04 mi

ramp. 0.39 mil

0.13 mi

^inety-9
urIdols

$8

d's Band
th theDave

$5

Maria's $7

-4,
sted Hate

$5

w/Ben Lee $13
)issolve,
th&Self

$7

y& $10

te Hippos,
II Nothing

$10

^/Shutdown
;ty & Fight

$10

IZep show) $7
»sse $20
3,Crowbar,

ic & Karve
$12

-
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Darling Demoniac: by Brian Carroll

"Darling Demoniac spawned from the ashes ofthe Hudson Valley's most brutal female fronted band, FDS.
FDS played their first show at the Chance on December 11 1993, and went out with a bang on DEC 11
1998, exactly 5 years later. Now the band has been resurrected as a new entity "DARLING DEMONIAC".
Meghan and MicHelle, the two remaining original members have been joined by former FDS new guitarist
Pat O' Riley, and new guitarist Chris Wood. Taking over the role of vocalist and diabolic frontwoman is
newcomer and vampiress Jessica Darling. The band is heavier than ever and ready to assault your senses
with a combination of chrushing music and demented visuals. His you gotta see!"

Quote from Darling Demoniac Biography.

Campus Voice: Tell us a little about yourself and the band.
MicHelle: Well, hmm, where should I start? (laughs) I don't do well with broad questions..
Campus Voice: How about who's in the band?
MicHelle: Ok, whew. Jessica Darling is our vampiress/lead vocalist, Meg Avezzano is on Bass, she's been
with me since FDS( Feminine Dominated Society) started. ..Chris Wood is on guitar and we have a bran
new guitarist, J, who also plays bass for NIDUS. . .I'm the percussionary queen of course.
Campus Voice: Of course! When exactly did Darling Demoniac form?
MicHelle: We formed back in early 99, about February I think. ..FDS did our last show on December 11
with Morbid Angel and we decided to take a new direction with new members from that point. We played
our first show in May.

Campus Voice FDS was known for showing B rated horror movies as a backdrop to the show. Darling
Demoniac has taken this a step further. Explain the new stage show a little.
MicHelle: Well, we killed 8 girls during 99 Fulton Ave last night (laughs). Here's how we figure it...a show
is a SHOW, so why not have fun with it . Jessica is a great front woman. We have blood, whips, and
vampire lesbian strippers (laughs)...

Campus Voice: Who wouldn't want to go see all that?
MicHelle: I know I would! But I'm a deviant so they say. (laughs). Actually I miss a lot of it live since I'm
in the back.

Campus Voice. Anyway, how would you describe the band's style to someone who's never heard the
music?

MicHelle: We call it horror metal since it's sort of hard to classify. There's definitely a lot ofdifferent
elements, some death, a touch ofgoth maybe.

Campus Voice: Who are your main influences (personal and bandwise)?
MicHelle: My main influences are mainly old 80s and eerie 90s thrash metal, Slayer, Anthrax, Forbidden,
stuff like that. More recently I've been taking tips from bands likeNile whose drummers are just
completely intense , band wise it varies from person to person...pretty diverse though
Campus Voice: I guess it's safe to if he«vV ctuffto check out the band.
MicHelle: Yes.... there's everything from bUck metal to Madonna in the mix.
Campus Voice: Who does the artwork on the albums''
MicHelle: Oh, that would be me The photography is all by Pablostink and the layout is by Jamie
Townsend

Campus Voice: Yes, I understand you're quite the artist. You designed all of your tattoos yourself, right?
MicHelle: Most of them, yes. thanks. Oh I'm in the new Skin and Ink. Haven't seen it yet

Campus Voice: When does that come out?

MicHelle: It's out now.

Campus Voice. So are there any shows coming up soon?

MicHelle: Well we have a Halloween show with Malevolent Creation and Broken Hope, and in December,

SOD, Skinlab, Crowbar, us and Karve Some other stuff is in the works out ofthe area

Campus Voice. Where can someone get a copy of the CD?

MicHelle: Well i, can be ordered through the mail or through our website, or we have then, for sale a, the

shows

Campus Voice: Great. Any final thoughts?

FemDomSoc. Umm.. rock *n roll!!
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My Story
By: Raigan Verminski

I was a freshman at

college. I was working
out in the gym when a
tall, dark, handsome guy
asked me out. He had a

body built for weight
training. I blew him off,
but the next day he
asked me out again. I
said yes. Later that night
(around 9pm) he called
me, and we talked for
two hours. I decided to
go to his room. I knew
that he wanted to kiss
me, and I was going to
kiss him back, so I put
on some makeup
brushed my teeth and
my hair before I put on a
tight, knit tee shirt. We
had discussed sex, so I
thought that he
understood my choice
on the issue. I was a

virgin and I planned to
remain one until I was
married. I trusted him.
We started making out,

Tips to Rememher:

Women:
• Know your sexual

desires and limits
• Communicate your

limits clearly
• Be assertive
• Be aware that your

nonverbal actions
send a message

• Pay attention to whal
is happening around
you

• Trust your intuitions
• Avoid excessive use

of alcohol and drugs

and after awhile I
wanted to stop. He
didn't. He raped me. I
begged him to stop,
shouting no, and trying
to push him offofme.
Afterward I ran to my
room sobbing while a
million thoughts ran
through my head. What
had just happened to
me? What was I going
to do? How could I tell

anyone? Should I tell

anyone? 1 was confused,
scared, and angry. 1
knew that he had not
used protection, so I
wondered about the risk
ofAIDS, STD's, and
pregnancy. I was
terrified ofhim, and I
was ashamed ofmyself.
I realized that I was

wrong to trust him. I
didn't know him well,
and I shouldn't have
gone to his room alone.
Since, then I have
learned to be safe, and to
avoid situations that
could prove difficult to
escape from. I feel like
I've been going through
a battle emotionally,
mentally, and spiritually

Men:
• Know your sexual

desires and limits
• Communicate your

limits clearly
• Being turned down

when you ask for sex
is not a rejection of
you personally

• Accept the woman's
decision ("No"
means "No")

• Don't assume that
just because a

woman dresses
"sexy" and flirts that
she wants to have
sexual intercourse

for the past few years. I
realize now that I won
that battle. I overcame
the trauma and loss I
suffered through. It is
not easy for me to print
this story, because it is
true and the pain of the
memories are still very
real to me. It is not my
intention to strike fear
into you, but I hope that
you will leam to become
more aware of your
surroundings whether
you are among friends
or not. Be careful when
you go to parties and
when you meet new
people. Think about the
choices you are making,
and weigh the
consequences of those
decisions. I am not

going to throw statistics
at you. I was raped at a
college campus. I cannot
take back what he stole
from me, but I can go on
and live my life. I hope
that you consider the
mistakes I made in order
to protect yourself from
being raped or assaulted.
I hope that my story will
not become your story.

• Don't assume that

previous permission
for sexual contact

applies to the current
situation

• Avoid excessive use

of alcohol and drugs

Help is Available:

University Police -
4700

Counseling and Health
Services - 4690

(They can provide a
rape crisis hotline
phone number)

Adriane Hamilton, Michael Barr, and Yaa Anqiva
paint the WDTV Studios (and each other) while
TyroneWilliams lurks in the shadows, behind the window.

Intramural Happenings
The semester is but a few weeks old

yet Delhi College campus is buzzing with
fitness and recreational activities. With the

help of the students, faculty, and staff, all the
programs have enjoyed tremendous participa¬
tion. A brief cap of events follows.

On Saturday September 11, 1999, the
Intramural Office hosted a Residence Hall
Softball tournament at the college baseball
fields. Each resident hall fielded a softball
team along with a faculty/staff team and
competed in a single- elimination tournament.
Russell Hall, under the leadership of Joel
Becker and Javier Cardona, captured the title
in the first annual tournament by defeating
Murphy Hall, 12-6. Thank you to the RA'S
who organized their teams and to the faculty
and staff who participated.

Flag Football intramural competition
started on September 7th and will culminate
with the championship game on Open House/
Parents Day Weekend. Currently, eleven
teams are vying for the title and the right to
represent Delhi College at the regional tourna¬
ment at the University of Massachusetts.
Please check the intrammural bulletin board
for updated standings and results.

Congratulations to Jamie Carpenter for
winning Delhi's version of the 3-Point Con¬
test. He survived some stiff competition and
took the crown by scoring 24 points out of a
possible 30 points. Joe Williams finished
second with 18 points and Tim Denmark
captured third place with 18 points. Carissa
Steven and Aisha Dewar tied for the women's
title with six points.

On September 18th, the Intramural
Office will be taking 25 students to the New
York Mets - Philadelphia Phillies game. The
students will be cheering the Mets on as they
push for their first playoffbirth in over 10
years.

For upcoming events, please look for
the fliers that are posted in FarrelL and the
five Resident Hall. Some activities to look
forward to are co-ed volleyball, trips to the
Clark Sports Center, and bowling trips.

Don't t arget to take advantage of our fitness
facilities. The fitness center located next to the
Information Desk is open until 9 p.m. each
weeknight. The fitness center houses a com¬
plete universal weight circuit as well as
various cardiovascular machines. The free

weight room in the Farrell Basement is also
open until 9 p.m. daily

If you have any questions regarding
the intramural or recreational offerings, please
call Tom Fisher at 746-4567.



Research Students
Raise the Bar

by
Amy Alt

SUNY Delhi's Veterinary Science department
produces not only Veterinary Technicians
bound for the private practice, emergency
clinic or zoo, but turns out capable and ambi¬
tious workers in the exacting field of Biomedi¬
cal Research. Recently, a number of students
in the Lab Animal concentration have proven
their mettle as scholars and innovators, and
have been rewarded for their accomplish¬
ments.

Eric Alvarado ('99), Tim Slater ('99), and
Heather Arlington ('00) have collaborated on a
primate enrichment monitoring system, which
has subsequently gone to patent. Federal law
now mandates quantified data demonstrating
the environmental enrichment of captive non-
human primates, and until now, no computer¬
ized system existed to measure and document
the activity of these animals. The activity
sensor system, designed by Alvarado, was
implemented on a trial basis last semester in
the Farnsworth Hall macaque facility. Refine¬
ments, enrichment devices, and operating
parameters provided by Slater and Arrington
brought the nascent design to fruition, and
spurred them to seek copyright for their
invention.

Provisional U.S. patent protection is in place
and international coverage is pending. The
trio hopes to market their device to the Bio¬
medical Research industry, capitalizing on the
new Federal requirements to provide proof of
implemented enrichment programs. Mamma¬
lian Toxicology also is a field potentially in
need of such a device to monitor behavioral
effects of compounds on the brain.

Academic prowess in the Lab Animal concen¬
tration has also been acknowledged. Scholar¬
ships and awards have been granted to several
Delhi students recently. Andrea Ragard ('99),
Amy Alt ('00) and Heather Arrington ('00)
were granted scholastic achievement awards
from the American Association of Lab Animal
Science. The honors were presented during
ceremonies at two regional AALAS Branch
meetings. Tim Slater ('99) was the recipient of
the department's Dr. Winfield Stone scholar¬
ship, traditionally given to a student with
research related interests.

Deborah Crute ('99, SUCO '01), Delhi's
Chancellor's Award winner for 1999, is
pursuing publication of her primatological
enrichment findings based on her summer-
long study conducted on the Farnsworth Hall
colony. Current members of the Primatology
II class are expected to assist Crute with
assembly of her data.

Veterinary Science:
Still Alive and Barking

by
Akia Osorio

The veterinary science department has
been a major part of Delhi for over thirty
years. It was first established in 1961 and its
first class of six technicians graduated in
1963. Since then it has been a model of
excellence and formally recognized upon the
establishment of academic accreditation in the
1970's.

Upon graduation, graduates take the
licensing exam for which students are vigor¬
ously prepared. Then, they can go out into the
work force as a licensed veterinary technician.
Students are also prepared to sit forAALAS
certification, which allows them to work in
research in an industry or academic setting.

The outstanding reputation that the
veterinary technology's department has re¬
ceived has allowed other great opportunities
such as the articulation agreements between
SUNY Delhi and other schools after gradua¬
tion. Purdue University is one of those
schools which has an excellent program
through which students can prepare to become
a technologist, which has higher ranking than
a technician does.

Another agreement is with Cornell
University. Upon the receipt of an Associates
degree and a 3.0 GPA, students are given the
chance to attend the College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture at Cornell. Many students
have taken Cornell up on their offer and gone
on to receive their Bachelors in Animal Sci¬
ence.
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Another great aspect of the veterinary
science department is the opportunity to
become a member of the New York State
Association of Veterinary Technicians
(NYSAVT). NYSAVT is a student chapter of
a state-wide professional organization.

The three advisors to NYSAVT in¬
clude veterinary science staff Sarah Burkdorf,
LVT, Manly Shults, LVT, and Daniel Walsh,
LVT. In accordance with them and the rest of
the department, NYSAVT has worked closely
with Cornell during symposiums, open house
and other workshops. This semester, however,
NYSAVT president Amy Alt along with the
rest of the executive board hopes to involve all
people from other majors on campus to plan
and take part in various activities. "We're not
a bunch of animal loving snobs, we want to
involve and be involved with other people,"
said Alt.

Another positive change is the new
Living and Learning center for the female
veterinary science majors. Located on the
first floor ofDuBois Hall are twenty-eight
freshman females chosen to live on a veteri¬
nary science concentrated floor. At the end of
the hall is the resource room where two
seniors of the veterinary science program act
as peer mentors. They share office hours
during the week assisting the girls and helping
them progress academically in any way they
can. Also helping are some of the veterinary
science staff, located in an office also located
in DuBois Hall. They rotate shifts during the
week to also assist these eager freshmen.
"This is the most academically challenging
major on campus and we need to help these
girls in any way that we can," said Daniel
Walsh.

Hopefully the veterinary science
department will continue to succeed and will
be here for another thirty-eight years.
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I Didn't Even Need a 1\ix
by

Charles Pratt

As I am writing this article, it is
12 o' clock, September 9. 1999. That's
right, it's 9/9/99 and all is well. This
means nothing to someone who hasn't
followed the whole Y2K fiasco. You see
the switch over between Sep. 8l and
Sep. 9th was considered by some to be a
dress rehearsal for The Big One. As far
as I know nothing happened, at least
nothing happened in my little living
space.

I was a little nervous beforehand.
Enough so to go on my computer and
transfer all my writing onto discs. You
might say that this is foolish, for if it had
been really bad there wouldn't be any
computers to run the discs. This is true
but I wasn't thinking that far ahead.

And so I sat back. I had at least a
halfan hour before the switchover and I
wanted to relax. Then it occurred to me
that I should have some fun with it. I
immediately went around and turned on
all the lights. Ifall the lights were going
to go out, I wanted it to be really
dramatic. Like those commercials when
you see the outside of some house with
all the windows filled with lights and
then suddenly, darkness. Few people
consider the power of this image.

But being thrown into complete
darkness wasn't enough. I went and
turned on my computer, fired up my
Winamp and started to play some music.
Now in addition to being blind I would
be deaf, to some extent. It occurred to
me that I really couldn't do much about
the other senses, so I gave up on trying
to be completely numb or lose my sense
of smell after the switchover.

I was also lonely. I was doing
some major preparation for this thing
and I wanted to share my drama with

other people. After all, paranoia loves
company. So I called up my girlfriend in
New Jersey. I told her about the
significance of this particular night and
my plans for the event. I have no idea if
she thought it was weird, but we talked
for awhile about different things until I
looked at the clock.

I shushed her as I looked at the
second hand slowly moving toward
midnight. The tension built with each
passing moment, for me at least, I don't
know how seriously she was taking the
whole thing. And when it happened, my
breath caught in my throat. Nothing. I
don't know whether I was disappointed
or not. Sure I'm glad that America
wasn't thrown into complete chaos with
looting and rioting and all that. But I was
hoping for something, just a little
chaos... that's all I really wanted.

You might wonder if this has
eased my fears about Y2K. It certainly
hasn't. Y2K is like a roller coaster at
some huge theme park, this was just one
of those really crappy coasters they have
at county fairs. One thing you can be
certain I will be doing during the
1999/2000 turnover, making hard copies.

Ready to Live, Learn and Earn in the most
magical place on earth? Then become part of the
Walt DisneyWorld College Program. It's your

opportunity to spend a semester making friends,
making magic and making a difference.

October 18,1999
10:00 em

Alumni Hell

Hospitality Center

SffOPBYAND DISCOVER AWORLD
OF OPPORTUNITIES AT DISNEY.

www.wdwcollegeprogram.com
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Everything Goes Right
by

Charles Pratt

Last weekend I went to see a

production ofCole Porter's. Anything
Goes, done by Orpheus Theatre. As an
amateur actor (very amateur) and a Cole
Porter fan I was very anxious to see it
and I was not disappointed.

The characters were very well
done. Cyndi Donaldson who played
Reno Sweeny, was superb. Not only did
she capture the mood of the character
well, but she also had great chemistry
with every other actor on stage. This
combined with the fact that she's a

phenomenal singer made her probably
the best reason to go see the show.

This is not to say that the other
actors were under par, quite the opposite.
Randy Messing, who played the
hopelessly love struck Billy Crocker,
and Owen Arye, playing Moonface
Martin, the gangster you can't help but
love, were both very well acted.
Together they had easily the funniest
scenes in the production.

All the other characters equally
astounding. Andy Puritz's portrayal of
the Yale obsessed Elisha Whitney, to the
Purser who could have had no lines at all
and we would still know he was

German.
There were ofcourse some

faults, but these were minor and hardly
took away from the whole experience.
The orchestra would sometimes get a
little too loud making, the singers
difficult to understand. Katrina Shuler's
portrayal ofBonnie was lacking without
blonde hair to complete the motif. Also,
for as much as Randy Messing tried, he
simply could not sing high enough, and
at times his voice cracked. But these
times were few and far between.

And of course there was the
music, which was great. Cole Porter's
songs may not be the deepest or the most
moving, but they are unparalleled in
entertainment value. The dancing
numbers were also great high points and
wonderfully done. It was great to see the
sailors played by young men who could
actually dance, instead ofmore talented
young women dressed to look like men.

Altogether it was an evening well
spent. I saw it on its last night of
performance so this review is almost a
moot argument. But Orpheus never
really puts on bad shows and there are
many coming up that are worth seeing. I
myself am lucky enough to be able to
attend a dress rehearsal ofThe
Fantasticks this Thursday, and after
Anything Goes, you should all be
jealous.
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Dr. Candace Vancko

school is the wide variety of on campus
student activities. "We need to encourage

students to stay on campus and get involved."
Marty Greenfield^ the head of Student Activi¬
ties tries hard to get the best movies and enter¬
tainment for the students. He even acknowl¬
edges that in a place like Delhi, there is not
much to do, and I highly doubt he encourages
cow tipping.

A couple of years ago there was the
idea to incorporate all five of the SUNY
technology schools into one big university.
Dr. Vancko explained to me that first of all,
SUNY Delhi is not going to lose its title or
individuality. The only change if any that
would occur is that all the technology schools
would better utilize resources available on to
other campuses. Dr. Vancko is determined to
have SUNY Delhi be the best it can be on its
own, but we would definitely assist and
receive assistance from other SUNY tech
schools.

Following Dr. Vancko's response to the
above issues, I also brought up another con¬
cern, but not as a writer, as a Resident Assis¬
tant. I am an RA in DuBois hall and I brought
to Dr. Vancko's attention the fact that we
accepted and housed more students than
designated space allowed. There was the
issue of the eight students that were in the
Gerry Hall basement, the students that were in
the lounges in Russell Hall, the numerous
triples in O'Connor and Murphy as well as the
fact that all new male resident assistants
received roommates.

Dr. Vancko was very straightforward
in explaining this dilemma-MONEY. She
explained that after the first couple weeks, for
whatever reason, a number of students with¬
draw. Then there is the major drop in numbers
after the first semester is completed. Once all
this has occurred the school has just met or is
just under the required number of students
needed to keep the school financially func¬
tional. Although she admits to this not being a
great approach, she is determined to not put
the lost cost upon the backs of those that do
stay and have to pay tuition and certain other
fees.

I have a great feeling about this
woman. She is very open-minded and down-
to-earth. She hasn't gotten caught up in
SUNY politics yet and hopefully will continue
to work for those who count: the students.

THE HONEYMOONERS
* * *
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Handicapped @ Delhi
by

Ryan Daly

On September 11th I broke my wrist
while playing in the Residence Hall Softball
Tournament. Since that day my life has
drastically changed.

I always knew that Delhi was poorly
set up for the handicapped. There are handi¬
capped doors that don't open, slow elevators in
inconvenient locations, poor accessibility to
buildings, and limited bathroom facilities to
accommodate the handicapped. I'm now only
slightly handicapped with a cast on my left
arm, but this injury has helped me open my
eyes wider and see the severity of Delhi's
neglect to provide accessibility to the handi¬
capped on campus.

Ever since my injury I've been miser¬
able. I get so upset about my now limited
abilities. There are so many activities that I'm
now unable to do and the things I can accom¬

plish take more effort and time. The least this
campus can do is improve the handicapped
accessibility and facilities.

There is a major problem with the
number and location of wheelchair ramps on
this campus. Many buildings only have one
entrance accessible by wheelchair. Often
these entrances are on a side of a building,
which is inconvenient and requires a greater
amount of time and distance to reach. The
dorms on campus don't have automatically
opening doors to aid handicapped students.
Elevators on campus are placed in inconve¬
nient locations and often require a key to
operate. This campus also only has a limited
number of handicapped accessible bathrooms,
which greatly need improvements.

I can't even begin to imagine how
difficult it is to get around this campus in a
wheelchair. I would like to encourage other
students who have been in a wheelchair while
at Delhi, to submit a more detailed article to
the Campus Voice about the difficulties of
getting around while handicapped.

I also encourage the president of this
college and other staff to think of how inad¬
equate this college is for handicapped student:
and to try making some improvements. An¬
other major problem on this campus is that
other students rarely take the time to help out
a handicapped student.

Being handicapped is very difficult to
cope with and we the students should help out
any handicapped students whenever they're in
need of help. Meanwhile the administration
here at Delhi needs to consider a major reno¬
vation project to better accommodate handi¬
capped students.
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President Vancko:
Down to Earth And On Top

ofThings
by

Akia Osorio

I couldn't believe it; she offered me a
cookie during the interview. She didn't even
get mad when I started to pick up the many
crumbs I dropped on her carpet. In fact, she
said to leave it alone, and that she'd take care
of it. Not only is she nice, it's obvious she's
done her reading on SUNY Delhi, knows most
of the issues, is willing to take notes on any
others, and has bright plans for this campus'
future.

The feature Dr. Vancko loves the most
about Delhi is the beautiful natural scenery.
Her office in Bush Hall gives her a spectacular
view of the hills, grass, and trees. However,
the litter that totally contrasts with our beauti¬
ful campus completely turns her off. She does
not understand how the students that have to
live and work on this campus, can stand to
dirty what is for the semester, our homes.

Hopefully, as the Student Senate
President John Ferrari stated at a Senate
meeting, we can all be advocates for keeping
our campus clean. It was actually the setting
ofDelhi that persuaded the Board of Trustees
to come here for two days on Monday Sep¬
tember thirteenth and have a calm setting to

get some work done. They did take a small
tour of the campus, and were quite impressed.

In the upcoming weeks, Dr. Vancko
plans to meet with all the faculty of the
school, but they will not be meeting in groups
according to their department. Dr. Vancko is
doing this in a very unique order—alphabeti¬
cally. In groups of about eight or nine to keep
the groups somewhat informal, staffwill meet.
This will ensure an opportunity for people
from different departments to get to know
each other. Also, because we are soon to
receive our budget for the year, Dr. Vancko
plans to have each department make an analy¬
sis of the items and services most needed, and
hopefully it will enable the school to spend
our allotted amount most wisely.
Another feature Dr. Vancko favors about this
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GARBAGE
with Special Guests

LIT
Student Tickets: $20 (limit 1 per I.D.), Guests: $24

Available at the Campus Bookstore

8 pm Farrell Hall Gym
(Doors Open 7 pm)

October 30,1999

An All Day, All Night Interactive Experience For
Your Musical Senses


